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      First impression

Fiio E12 Mont Blanc has figured it all this time - a 
nice portable and rechargeable amplifier, a sturdy 
built material chassis and a subtly better bass – all 
of that with an affordable pricing- definitely worth 
in my eyes, although definitely not the lightest. An 
almost pocket size design factor makes it good 
to go for me, and the sound does help digest my 
music cravings to a good extent. Not at all bad 
for the price it comes with. But, let’s not hold on 
to that thought for now and dig in much deeper. 
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- Build and design :

Fiio E12 Mont Blanc does not feel like a cheap 
plastic trifle, but feels rather wrapped in a sturdy 
and attractive black ‘stealthy’ aluminum chassis. 
Its volume knob is beautifully designed giving it 
a nice solid feeling and a good grip - turning on 
with a click like a home stereo amplifier indicated 
by a blue LED as you rotate it - a neat feeling! 
On adjacent to that, you have a Charge LED in-
dicator, which blinks red when it is charging and 
stops when charged. On the right side, you have 
a decibel gain having a gain switch from 0-16, 
which should work perfectly fine on 0, expect if 
you choose high-end headphones with higher 
impedance like that of Beyer Dynamic, you might 
want to try increasing the gain switch. I have tried 
keeping it high as well, and it works just fine for 
me. We also get Crossfeed feature, which helps 
make sound come out natural and organic – more 
like a speaker to say and does a fairly good job at 
conveying the recordings.
    So far, E12 Mont Blanc has managed to create 
a fine difference in the quality of sound to my ears 
– with a better bass definition, compared to just 
the phone sound on a speaker or a headphone 
alone. The bass on the sound is little bit brighter 
– I won’t deny that; however, the quality of music 
does come out worth listening to. I would highly 
recommend adding a dock adapter to enhance 
the music quality of the headphones and speakers 

Fiio e12 mont Blanc
Better Boost deFinition!

Verdict 

E12 Mont Blanc impresses me a bit with its gain switch, crossfeed, and bass boost – no doubt to 
that! It feels like E9 in your pocket, with tad bit lower output impedance, a boost to counter sub-
bass, a crossfeed feature, for just a couple of bucks more. And, compared to all the other cheaper 
amps, its bass-boost does come out pretty subtle. It’s bragged about slim built body, though 
however comfortable and handy, cannot be operated from your jeans pockets with ease. Rest, it 
gets aces in my book.

SpECIFICATIONS 

• Aluminum body built 
• 22V high-voltage supply 
• 850mW maximum output power 
• Charging indicator 
• Fast USB Recharging
• Slim and User Friendly

Reviewed By: Abhi Kanel

price – ` 8,999/-
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for guys using the ipad and ipod. E12 Mont Blanc uses a two part OpAMp circuit in order to generate a 
low-distortion audio reproduction. It packs up a 5V USB port and can be recharged though any laptop 
and computer. It offers a good 12 hours battery charge at one go, which is pretty decent – helps on long 
distance journeys, especially during longer flights.


